ModusBox Joins Open Innovation Network

ModusBox strengthens commitment to open source with membership in the OIN community

SEATTLE (PRWEB) November 28, 2018 -- ModusBox announced today that it has become a member of the Open Invention Network (OIN). As a leader in digital and organizational transformation, ModusBox’s membership strengthens their commitment to open code and standards that began with their participation in the Mojaloop project.

With their membership, ModusBox joins both elite organizations such as Microsoft, IBM, and Google as well as smaller companies and even individual developers who have made a commitment to the OIN community.

OIN, founded in 2008, brings together organizations to share in licensing of their extensive portfolio of intellectual property while creating a collaborative space for companies to share patents through a patent non-aggression community grounded in the fundamentals of the open source community including mutual engagement and sharing.

As a member, ModusBox will be able to leverage shared patents as part of the pro-competitive platform to innovate faster, while also sharing their own innovations that can provide OIN members with advantages in their own projects. ModusBox is currently reviewing existing code and products for inclusion in the portfolio. This includes parts of their PortX platform, which provides accelerated B2B/EDI communications and low code enterprise integration solutions. The PortX platform makes extensive use of cutting-edge Linux and open source technologies such as CoreOS Container Linux and Kubernetes in its cloud-native SaaS offering.

Those interested in learning more about ModusBox and its PortX products can reach the company through their Seattle headquarters at (888) 504-5045, or visit their websites at http://www.modusbox.com and http://www.portx.io.

About ModusBox
Founded in 2010, ModusBox powers the transformations that allow companies to realize real, meaningful organizational – and even social – change. A global company made up of talented technologists and subject experts, ModusBox has a presence on nearly every continent to better serve the evolution of our client’s organizations, where ever they are located. ModusBox specialized in digital transformation initiatives, payments transformation, and accelerating EDI communications.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.